
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a business analysis specialist.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for business analysis specialist

Deliver a positive professional image of IT processes, deliverables and
personnel Identify and make recommendations for business and IT process
improvements
Acts as technical resource on best practices, which may include technology or
other business/functional areas
May provide testing support as needed
You will act as a trusted advisor to the customer
You will lead the customer to optimal solution, see the overall picture while
maintaining a level of detail appropriate to the context
You will create strong relationship with the customer IT and business
stakeholder group at the most senior levels of the organization and is familiar
with customer IT plans, budget and business roadmaps
You will lead E2E solution domain and take full responsibility for own work
You will collaborate with project/ line / solution manager on the planning and
estimation of BA activities
You will be responsible for developing and managing practices and standards
and IP within the unit/ organization
You will be able to use your specific insights and deep knowledge of
customers’ business environments to influence decisions impacting customer
to optimal solution design

Qualifications for business analysis specialist

Example of Business Analysis Specialist Job
Description
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Be responsible for reviewing account activity, analyzing and identifying
information and thoroughly documenting in a MS Windows application
database for further investigation, while adhering to banking regulations,
policies and procedures, and strict timelines
Answer a high volume of incoming telephone calls from account holders, law
enforcement, and internal lines of business regarding the reporting of
suspicious or fraudulent activity
Isolate suspicious transaction by date, time and location and then perform
the retrieval of the identified surveillance footage
Proficiency in Business Analysis procedures and requirements, technical
analysis and design requirements
Responsible for business ownership of assigned applications / systems, taking
responsibility to ensure that the needs of the business users are being met in
terms of usability, uptime, security
Responsible for acting as the interface between technology infrastructure and
specific LOB(s)


